
CULTURAL GEOGRAPHY

Cultural geography is a subfield within human geography. Though the first traces of the study of different nations and
cultures on Earth can be dated back to.

Drawing particularly from the theories of Michel Foucault and performativity in western academia, and the
more diverse influences of postcolonial theory , there has been a concerted effort to deconstruct the cultural in
order to reveal that power relations are fundamental to spatial processes and sense of place. Continue Reading.
He saw that cultures and societies both developed out of their landscape, but also shaped them too. Hartshorne
called for systematic analysis of the elements that varied from place to place, a project taken up by the
quantitative revolution. He used landscapes as the defining unit of geographic study and said that cultures
develop because of the landscape but also help to develop the landscape as well. Particular areas of interest are
how identity politics are organized in space and the construction of subjectivity in particular places.
Globalization is also becoming increasingly important to this field as it is allowing these specific aspects of
culture to easily travel across the globe. As a result, since the s cultural geography has developed to examine
the broad range of ways in which culture evolves and makes a difference to everyday life and places. Cultural
geography developed out of the University of California, Berkeley and was led by Carl Sauer. The first 30 are
the most relevant in the keyword search. In this program, Jablonski suggests that skin color evolved mainly to
allow for the production of vitamin D and folic acid, both necessary for reproductive success. Cultural
geography is the study of the many cultural aspects found throughout the world and how they relate to the
spaces and places where they originate and then travel as people continually move across various areas. Call
Number: Electronic resource ISBN: Since the early s, cultural geography has become one of the most vibrant
branches of human geography. Examples of areas of study include:. Specifically, cultural ecology denotes the
habitually embedded adaptive practices and behaviors that have coevolved in the relations between humans
and their nonhuman worlds; human ecology denotes systems of bidirectional interactions, mutual influences,
and dynamics of change within human societies and their environments. Studies have examined the cultural
politics of different social groups with respect to issues such as disability , ethnicity , gender , race , sexuality ,
and how the processes and practices of othering , colonialism , imperialism , nationalism , and religion shape
the lives of people in different locales and contexts fostering senses of belonging and exclusion. As a result,
cultural geography was long dominated by American writers. A short definition for Cultural Geography The
study of the relationship between culture and place. In broad terms, cultural geography examines the cultural
values, practices, discursive and material expressions and artefacts of people, the cultural diversity and
plurality of society, and how cultures are distributed over space, how places and identities are produced, how
people make sense of places and build senses of place, and how people produce and communicate knowledge
and meaning. More recently still, a move towards non-representational theory has developed the focus beyond
representations. Most crucially, culture itself was conceived as a fluid, flexible, and dynamic process that
actively constructs society, rather than simply reflecting it. Similarly, it was contended that other cultural
practices, artefacts, and representations needed to be theorized and analysed in much more contextual,
contingent, and relational ways, sensitive to the workings of difference and power. What Is Cultural
Geography? Through the cultural turn, there has also been a move to explore how culture intersects with other
forms of geographical inquiry such as the economic and political, arguing that these domains are deeply
inflected and shaped by cultural processes see cultural economy. When you tried that term, "cultural
geography", as a subject search, the online catalog refered you to Human Geography. In the late 19th century,
cultural geography sought to compare and contrast different cultures around the world and their relationship to
natural environments. This form of cultural geography was adopted, extended, and promoted in North
American geography in the early 20th century, especially through the Berkeley School and Carl Sauer. A33
ISBN: North America is more a political and an economic invention than a place people call home. Retrieved
14 Mar. This break initiated a strong trend in human geography toward Post-positivism that developed under
the label New Cultural Geography while deriving methods of systematic social and cultural critique from
critical geography. Sauer defined the landscape as the defining unit of geographic study. For instance, people
living in a rural area are often more culturally tied to the natural environment around them than those living in
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a large metropolitan area. Cultural geography has long been a core component of the discipline of geography,
though how it has been conceived, its conceptual tools, and the approach to empirical research has changed
quite markedly over time. In addition, his work and the cultural geography of today is highly qualitative rather
than quantitative â€” a main tenant of physical geography. Today, cultural geography is still practiced and
more specialized fields within it such as feminist geography, children's geography, tourism studies, urban
geography , the geography of sexuality and space, and political geography have developed to further aid in the
study of cultural practices and human activities as they relate spatially to the world. But in , Penn State
University anthropologist Nina Jablonski proposed a startling new theory as to why human pigmentation is so
diverse. History[ edit ] Charles Booth in the 19th century produced a series of books, Life and Labour of the
People in London , with various maps highlighting poverty in the city Though the first traces of the study of
different nations and cultures on Earth can be dated back to ancient geographers such as Ptolemy or Strabo ,
cultural geography as academic study firstly emerged as an alternative to the environmental determinist
theories of the early Twentieth century, which had believed that people and societies are controlled by the
environment in which they develop. Nonetheless, the region shared by the United States and its closest
neighbors, North America, is an intriguing frame for comparative American studies. Skin Deep: Nina
Jablonski's Theory of Race Call Number: Jones DVD Students of evolution understand that when our ancient
African ancestors lost their body hair and ventured out onto the hot savannah, their skin became dark to
protect against UV radiation, while subsequent migration away from the equator yielded paler people. More
recently, however, landscape scholars such as Don Mitchell have proposed that human action on the land is
quite purposeful and controlling in an effort to convey particular messages.


